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Abstract

Regularities of the accentuation of primary words can be shown by an accentual classification based on linguistic and pragmatic factors that motivate the accentual characteristics of words or their roots. The accentual classification of primary declinable words of Standard Lithuanian can be worked out by taking into account the following factors: (1) semantic - grammatical: the concrete part of speech of a declinable word; (2) phonological: a) the number of syllables in a word, b) the quantity and intonation of the penultimate syllable; (3) morphological: a) the suppletability of a pronoun or numeral, b) the gender of a polysyllabic substantive; (4) pragmatic: a) the origin of a substantive, b) the age of a loanword, and c) the source of a loan-word.

0. The placement of word stress in standard Lithuanian is predetermined by the accentual properties of morphemes of which a word consists, and in certain cases also by the quantity and intonation of the penultimate syllable (Fortunatov-de Saussure's Law and, with some reservation, the Prefix Retraction Rule which applies only to the verb) (see Darden 1984; Garde

*This article is an abridged version of an investigation to be published in Lithuanian, see: "Paprašytųjį vardužodžių kirčiavimo dėsmingumai", Lituusistica 4, 1992. I should like to thank Clifford L. Dent (Kent State University) for his most helpful advice on the English language.
1. Disyllabic Primary Declinable Words.

The regularities of their accentuation are predetermined, first of all, by the concrete part of speech of a word (semantic - grammatical factor): primary disyllabic substantives are characterised both by accent and unaccented roots and by all four accentual paradigms, whereas non-substantives (i.e. adjectives, numerals and pronouns), as a rule, by unaccented roots and mobile paradigms (AP 3 and 4).

1.1. The concrete AP of a disyllabic non-substantive depends on the quantity and intonation of the penultimate (= initial) syllable, i.e. on the phonological factor: in the case of an acute penultimate a non-substantive will receive the 3rd AP (e.g. daikštās, -a 'high; tall', koks, -i- 'some, any', pirmas, -a 'first', vienas, -a 'one'), in the case of a non-acute (i.e. circumflex or short) one - the 4th AP, e.g. dūras, -a 'honest, moral', vikrās, -i- 'nimble; skilful', atrās, -a 'second', penki, penktos 'five', kilas, -a 'other; another'. Among the disyllabic declinable non-substantives of the latter AP one should take note of the pronouns anās, -a 'that, that one', katrās, -a 'which (of the two)', kuris, -i- 'which, who' which are characterized by a fixed, not mobile, desinential stress.

Unaccented roots are characteristic of numerals dū, dvi 'two', trīs 'three', and pronouns aš 'I', tū 'you', mēs 'we', jūs 'you', savēs 'myself; ourselves etc.' which have an individual accentuation. The peculiarity of their stress placement is connected with a morphological factor - suppletability.

The accentuated pronouns tāmsta 1 'you; sir etc.', and ničkas 'nobody; nothing' do not follow the regularities mentioned above. Besides that one should pay attention to several u-stem adjectives of the 3rd AP, the nom. sg. of which is morphophonologically idiomatised (the term inherited from Girdenis 1985:67), i.e. stressed not on the final syllable (cf. braungis, -i- 'expensive; dear', sūris, -i- 'salt' etc.), but on the penultimate, e.g.: aiskūs, -i- 'clear; lucid', līgus, -i- 'flat, even; equal', smalcūs, -i- 'small, fine; petty; detailed', tākūs, -i- 'thick, dense; compact' (the accentuation of other cases exactly corresponds to a mobile paradigm, e.g.: gen. sg. aiskāus, -i-os, dat. sg. aiskām, aiski). 1.2. As regards the accentuation of primary disyllabic substantives, it is important to take into account the origin of a word and the age of a loanwords (influence of the pragmatic factors). The majority of disyllabic loan-words of standard Lithuanian have accented roots with the dominating fixed stress (AP 1), e.g.: binkas 'bank', būtis 'potato', fēja 'fairy', kūkis 'lime; calf', līga 'league', mūza 'muse'. The second AP, manifesting an accented root with the shift of stress to the end according to Fortunatov-de Saussure's Law, is characteristic, as a rule, of the words, the short penultimate vowel of which (influence of the phonological factor) does not permit a fixed stress (AP 1), e.g.: cēchas 'shop; guild, corporation', ciklas 'cycle', faktas 'fact', tūras 'turn; round'(AP 2).

Disyllabic loan-words having unaccented roots are rare. Only some of
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The phonological factor – the quantity and intonation of the penultimate – plays a certain role in the choice of the accentual paradigm of a word: disyllabic native primary substantives with the acute penultimate have the 1st or the 3rd AP, while those with the non-acute one – the 2nd or the 4th AP. So the choice of the accentual paradigms decreases from four to two.

1.4. The foregoing analysis of the regularities of the accentuation of primary disyllabic declinable words can be summarized by an accentual classification based on linguistic and pragmatic factors that motivate the accentual behaviour of the words (see scheme and table No 1).

Scheme No 1. An accentual classification of primary disyllabic declinable words

```
                       Substantives                  Non-substantives
                     1a                                      1b
                          Native                      Non-native
                            4a                                4b
                               Acute                        Non-acute
                                      penultimate
                                      (AP 1,3)                      (AP 2,4)
                                      Old                          New
                                      4c                            2b
                                      (AP 1)                        (AP 2)
                                      (AP 2,4)                     (AP 4)
                                      (AP 1)                        (AP 2)
                                      (AP 3)                        (AP 4)
```

The influence of morphological factors on the accentuation of native disyllabic primary substantives can be illustrated by the following regularities: (a) among i-stem words the 4th AP is (statistically speaking) significantly dominant, e.g.: akis ‘eye’, avis ‘sheep’, naktis ‘night’, ugnis ‘fire’, žuvis ‘fish’; (b) e-stem words are characterized by a statistically significant inclination towards accented roots, e.g.: dūkė ‘speck of dust’, kārė

them are characterized by the 3rd AP (chalvā ‘halva’, taiga ‘taiga’, tüba ‘tuba’), and four or five dozens – by the 4th AP. The majority of the latter are old Slavisms, the degree of adaptation of which in Lithuanian is greater, e.g.: gumā ‘rubber’, pāsas ‘passport; pass’, vatā ‘cotton wool; wadding’ (AP 4). So there exists a certain connection between the accentuation of Slavisms and their age. Finally, one more pragmatic factor – the source of a loan-word – must be mentioned. The importance of this factor for the accentuation can be formulated in the following way: the old Germanisms with a long penultimate tend to be accentuated by the acute and the 1st AP, whereas the old Slavisms – by the circumflex and by the 2nd or rarely by the 4th AP (cf. Skardžiūnas 1928), e.g.: yla ‘awl’, mūras ‘stone wall; brick wall; stone house’, pjūkė ‘pipe’, rėmai ‘frame’, (AP 1; old Germanisms); būnas ‘flat pancake’, grybas ‘fungus; mushroom’, mėta ‘mint’, miestas ‘town; city’, (AP 2), kriėnas ‘horse-radish’, pulkas ‘flock; flight; crowd; regiment’ (AP 4) – old Slavisms.

1.3. Native disyllabic primary substantives are characterized both by accented and unaccented roots and by all four accentual paradigms, the weight of which is not the same. According to preliminary data the 4th AP is the most and the 3rd AP is the least productive (see Stundžia 1984:88 f). Without special investigations it is difficult to say something concrete and definite about linguistic or pragmatic motivation of the accentual characteristics of a native disyllabic substantive. Meanwhile attention is to be drawn to a certain connection between the accentuation of a substantive and its semantic, morphological and phonological structure. For instance, the accentual behaviour of disyllabic native pluralia tantum seems to be dependent upon the semantics of a word: mass nouns and nouns denoting diseases are characterized by unaccented roots (e.g.: dazai ‘paint’, klijai ‘glue’, raupai ‘smallpox’, tymais ‘measles’), whereas accented roots are peculiar to nouns denoting instruments, simple tools or human made things, e.g.: girnos ‘millstones’, kelės ‘trousers’, žirklės ‘scissors’ (AP 1); rūtai ‘cart’, rūgės ‘sledge’, varai ‘gates’ (AP 2).

The influence of morphological factors on the accentuation of native disyllabic primary substantives can be illustrated by the following regularities: (a) among i-stem words the 4th AP is (statistically speaking) significantly dominant, e.g.: akis ‘eye’, avis ‘sheep’, naktis ‘night’, ugnis ‘fire’, žuvis ‘fish’; (b) e-stem words are characterized by a statistically significant inclination towards accented roots, e.g.: dūkė ‘speck of dust’, kārė
Table No 1. Factors motivating the given classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Regularity of the accentuation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Semantical-grammatical (a concrete part of speech of a primary declinable word)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Substantives have both accented and unaccented roots, whereas non-substantives, except some pronouns, - only unaccented roots;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) it is characteristic of some pronouns and numerals that they are stressed individually</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Phonological (the quantity and intonation of the penultimate syllable)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Native substantives with the acute penultimate have either the 1st or the 3rd AP, while those with a non-acute one - either the 2nd or 4th AP;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) new non-native substantives with the acute penultimate are characterized by the 1st AP, while those with a non-acute one - by the 2nd AP;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) adjectives with the acute penultimate have the 3rd AP, while those with a non-acute one - the 4th AP;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) it is characteristic of non-suppletive numerals and most pronouns with the acute penultimate that they are stressed by the 3rd AP, while those with a non-acute one - by the 4th AP;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Morphological (suppletability of a root)</td>
<td>Suppletive pronouns and numerals are characterized by an individual accentuation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Pragmatic:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) the origin of a substantive,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) the age of a non-native word,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) the source of a non-native word</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) The majority of non-native substantives are characterized by accented roots;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) new non-native substantives, as a rule, have only accented roots, while the old ones - both accented and unaccented roots;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) old Germanisms usually choose the 1st AP, while Slavisms - the 2nd or rarely the 4th AP.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. POLYSYLLABIC PRIMARY DECLINABLE WORDS

2.1. There are few of these in comparison with disyllabic words. Pronouns are absent, whereas rare numerals are characterized by the 3rd AP: septýni, septýnios 'seven', aštuoni, aštuonios 'eight', davyni, davynios 'nine' (AP 3); keturi, kétserios 'four' (AP 3º). The accentuation of adjectives, the majority of which are non-native words, is dependent on their declension (m o r p h o l o g i c a l factor): (i) a-stem words are characterized by the 3rd (usually 3º) AP (didelis, -é 'big', gātavas, -á 'finished' 3º; tóbulas, -á 'perfect' 3º etc.), while u-stem ones - by the 4th AP (the latter adjectives are obviously dominant), e.g.: abstrakčius, -i 'abstract', modernūs, -i 'modern', patogūs, -i 'comfortable'.

2.2. Polysyllabic primary substantives are characterized by the 1st, the 2nd and the 3rd AP, whereas the 4th AP is extremely rare, peculiar only to some toponyms, e.g.: Alytūs, Alantūā.

2.3. From the standpoint of accentuation in the group of polysyllabic primary substantives one also ought to distinguish native words from non-native ones. The majority of the latter are the so-called international terms (the new loan-words) characterized by accented stems and by a more unified accentuation defined by rather simple rules. The most important of them is the following: words with the same two final syllables are stressed, as a rule, homogeneously, regardless of the number of syllables of the word and of the morphemic structure of the stem, cf. aspirantias 'post-graduate' and interesantias 'visitor'; kultūra 'culture' and aspirantūra 'post-graduate course, literature'.

Polysyllabic international substantives can be formally classified according to the accentual properties of their penultimate syllable. In most cases these words have a stressed penultimate syllable (see Kuzavinis 1971:13), predominantly a non-acute (cf. Pakerys 1991:39-86), e.g.: biudžetas 'budget', kabinetas 'room; cabinet'; geografas 'geographer', oscilografas 'oscilograph'; aktývas 'the most active members; assets'; detektývas 'detective'; studėnias 'student', testumenías 'testament' (AP 2). The acute and the 1st AP seem to be more peculiar to the substantives with a dipthong in the penultimate, e.g.: aránasas 'advance; payment on account', revérasas 'curtsy'; dikštanas 'dictation', muzikantas 'musician'; kurortas 'health-resort', transpórtas 'transport'. When the basis of the penultimate is formed from a long vowel (and i) the circumflex intonation occurs much more frequently (see Pakerys 1987:72-76):
dezertyras 'deserter', kefýras 'kefir'; šampýnas 'shampoo', taijýnas 'typhoon'; ličýjas 'lycée', trofýjas 'trophy'; jubiléýjas 'anniversary, jubilee', muzýjas 'museum' etc.

Second in number are the substantives having the unaccented penultimate with a fixed stress on the antepenultimate syllable, e.g.: cheminja 'chemistry', perifýria 'periphery', simþpýia 'sympathy'; aritmétika 'arithmetic', matematikas 'mathematics', múzika 'music'; diktorius 'announcer', korëktorius 'proof-reader'; génýjas 'genius', scenárijus 'scenario'.

Syllables before the antepenultimate are rarely stressed: konsilýjas 'consultation', prezídiumas 'presidium', technikumas 'technical school' etc. Especially rare are the polysyllabic international substantives that have the 3rd AP, i.e. the unaccented stem, e.g.: ádresas 'address', dáktaaras 'doctor', fábrikas 'factory, mill; plant' (AP 3). The 3rd AP is more peculiar to the old loan substantives which are more adapted to the Lithuanian language, and two final syllables of which sometimes coincide with some Lithuanian suffixes, cf. loan-words ásila 'donkey', kátilas 'copper' 3º and native words birýlas 'top' (birýti 'fife; buzz'), ežýlas 'stallion' 3º; káminas 'chimney', lápinas 'lupin' 3º and lápinas 'he-fox' (: lépý 'fox'); kíminas 'peat' 3º.

2.4. Native polysyllabic primary substantives (we found about 200 of them in D²), apart from a few words like dëderviné 'herpes', kankóréjas 'cone', lagamínas 'trunk; suit-case'), are tri syllabic. The final two syllables of these words in most cases coincide with some vocalic suffix, cf. alíkné 'elbow' and galúné 'tip, point; ending' (: gýlas 'end'). In some cases a real suffix, but not a derivational one, is identified, cf. skrúsédél and skrusélé 'ant'.

The better half (56%) of native polysyllabic primary substantives – contrary to the non-native ones – are characterized by the 3rd AP, i.e. by unaccented stems, the final syllable of which often coincides with some unaccented suffix. A short penultimate is the distinct feature of the majority (74%) of the examples, e.g.: gábalas 'piece', másalas 'midge', vabýlas 'beetle' (AP 3), cf. derivative lákás 'food for dogs and cats' (: láký 'lap') etc.; dúbalas 'clove' 3º, ežýlas 'stallion' 3º (cf. birýlas 'top': birýti 'fife; buzz' etc.); kíminas 'peat', kirýnas 'worm', mýlynas 'giant' 3º (cf. lápinas 'he-fox': lépý 'fox' etc.); kánsyjas 'dish made of beaten cream', múlynjas 'soup of water, bread and sugar' 3º (cf. kényjas 'bread' (: képti 'bake'etc.); ungýras 'eel', vytýrjas 'sky' lark' 3º (cf. šíburýs 'light' : šibýti
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'shine, twinkle' etc.; esérýs 'perch', mešerké 'fishing-rod', skiautéris 'cromb, crest' 3º, navoré 'squirrel' 3º etc.

The final syllables -aras, -eras, -eras (gen. -éas), -uras, -utás seem to have no equivalents among the suffixes; however, the phonological structure and the rhythmical model of substantives having the above mentioned final syllables are the same as in the case of -ulas, -utas etc. substantives analysed above, so the regularities of the accentuation are also the same, e.g.: aúmeras 'plant-louse', sibaráras 'stalk, stem', súkaras 'evening' (3º); aýjas 'sweet-flag', éýeras 'lake' (3º); dievéris 3º 'brother-in-law', skiautéris 3º 'cromb, crest'; ásutas 3º 'horse-hair', kíáutás 'shell', ríšutas 'nug' (3º).

The unaccented stem and the 3rd AP is characteristic only of some native tri syllabic primary substantives having the long penultimate, e.g.: kirméjas 'worm', skrusédel 'ant' (3º), sýrybélé 'hat', véglé 'burbot' (3º); cf. derivative siurbélé 3º 'leech' (: siurbý 'suck') etc.; gantvúolýs 'cockchafer', abóulys 'apple' (3º), kämulýs 'ball' (3º) (cf. derivative brandvúolýs 'kernel' 3º: brýndo, brýstay 'ripen' etc.).

Attention is to be drawn to the fact that about two thirds of native primary substantives with the AP 3 or 3º have short vowels not only in the penultimate, but also in initial (= antepenultimate) syllable (see the foregoing examples). The predominance of the 3rd AP should be noted also among the nominal derivatives with an unaccented prefix. The phonological structure of these derivatives is the same as in the group of primary substantives analysed above, e.g.: pádažás 'sauce; gravy' (pádažýtý 'dip'); pámýras (see-)coast': mýríos 'sea', pastálé 'place' (under the table'): stýlas 'table, prádaras, -á 'slightly open' (: prádaytý 'open slightly').

The remainder (44%) of the native polysyllabic primary substantives have accentuated stems. About a third of these words manifest the fixed antepenultimate stress (AP 1), and in most cases, the short penultimate and the feminine gender, e.g.: gábaná 'armful', gábará 'curl', rýgana 'witch', sýmaná 'moos' (cf. derivative liékaná 'remainder; remnant': liéka, liktí 'remain, stay' etc.); lópétá 'spade', sýpteta 'kerchief' (cf. derivative kýpetá 'rick, stack': képti etc.); ásaka 'fish-bone', plástaka 'handbreadth'; aýsara 'tear', nýgara 'back', nýsara 'summer'. The fixed antepenultimate stress in combination with the long penultimate is characteristic only of some substantives, all of which are optional instances, as a rule, deviating from more regular cases, e.g.: spájigolý 1 'cranberry' (but: súngolý 'snowdrop', sýkýmolý 'Cyperus' 2 etc.); vokíletis, -é 'German' (but: amerikétis, - é 'American', kauńetis, - é
‘inhabitant of Kaunas’ 2 etc.).

Two thirds of the stem-accented native polysyllabic primary substantives are characterized by the stressed penultimate and the 2nd or the 1st AP (the words with the latter AP are more rare). A short penultimate dominates among the substantives having the 2nd AP. In most cases the final syllables of the examples coincide with accented suffixes, e.g.: kumelė ‘mare’, karvelis ‘pigeon’, erėla ‘eagle’ (cf. derivatives potelė ‘female’ : pati ‘wife’, oželis ‘goatling, kid’ : ožys ‘he-goat’ etc.); naivikas ‘growth, excrescence’, vainikas ‘garland, wreath; crown’ (cf. derivative pinikai ‘lace’: pinti ‘weave; twine’ etc.); kukaliis ‘hoopoe’, skudūtis ‘pan-pipe, reed(-pipe)’ (cf. derivative barskūtis ‘rattle’: barskėti ‘rattle; clatter’ etc.); borūzė ‘lady-bird’, drabūzis ‘clothes’, gėgūžis ‘May’ (cf. diminutives mergūžė : mergū ‘girl; maid’, broliūžis : brolijas ‘brother’ etc.).

The 2nd AP in combination with the long penultimate is characteristic only of some single words, the accentuation of which, as a rule, varies from dialect to dialect, e.g.: aviečė ‘raspberry’, grebēstas ‘lath’; makaulė ‘noodle; skull’, rakaičiai ‘household utensils’, papačis ‘fern’.

The long penultimate is necessary for polysyllabic substantives having the 1st AP with a stressed penultimate, e.g.: blakstiena ‘eyelash’, purviena ‘marsh marigold’ (cf. derivatives seniena ‘antique’ : sēnas ‘old; ancient’, uoliena ‘rock’ : uola ‘rock’ etc.); kaniūnas ‘trunk, stem’; lasūnās ‘corpse, dead body’ (cf. dirvūnās ‘long-fallow land, waste’ : dirvā ‘soil; field’), akūotas ‘awn’, arsiūdas ‘bin; corn-bin’, kanopā ‘hoof’.

As a conclusion I would like to stress the fact that about three-quarters (73%) of native polysyllabic primary substantives are characterized by a short penultimate which in most cases bears no stress. The words with a short penultimate have an obvious inclination towards an unaccented stem and the 3rd AP. A long penultimate, on the contrary, is closely connected with accented stems and a stress.

The accentuation of the analysed substantives is motivated not only by a phonological factor – the quantity of the penultimate, but also by some morphological peculiarities of a word. For example, more than three-quarters (79%) of unaccented-stem substantives (AP 3) having a short penultimate are masculine.

The foregoing analysis of the regularities of the accentuation of primary polysyllabic declinable words can be summarized by an accentual classification based on linguistic and pragmatic factors that motivate the accentual
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behaviour of the words (see scheme and table No 2).

Scheme No 2. An accentual classification of primary polysyllabic declinable words

- Substantives
- Adjectives
- Numerals

- Native
- Non-native

- Short penultimate
- Long penultimate

- Old
- New (international terms)

Masculine
Feminine

Scheme details: 1. 2. 3. (t) Ethiopic - (w) Coptic
Table No 2. Factors motivating the given classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Regularity of the accentuation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Semantical-grammatical (a concrete part of speech of a word)</td>
<td>There are no polysyllabic primary pronouns and only some numerals, all of which have the 3rd AP. Adjectives are characterized by a mobile stress (a concrete AP is predetermined by a morphological factor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Phonological (the quantity of the penultimate syllable)</td>
<td>Native substantives with a short penultimate have an inclination to the antepenultimate stress, mostly - the mobile one (AP 3). A long penultimate is connected with accented stems and tends to be stressed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Morphological:</td>
<td>The majority of masculine native polysyllabic substantives with a short penultimate have unaccented stems (AP 3); (i)s-stem polysyllabic adjectives are characterized by the 3rd AP (usually 3(^{a})); while u-stem ones - by the 4th AP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) the gender of the substantive,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) the declination of an adjective</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Pragmatic:</td>
<td>Poly syllabic loan substantives are characterized, as a rule, by accented stems (AP 1, 2); the accentuation of the old loan substantives is closer to the regularities of the accentuation of native words.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) the origin of a substantive,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) the age of a loan-word</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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